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Evans discusses
time, motivation

American Studies speaker Jack Ev&DS, mayor of Dallas, Is Introduced by President Clifton Ganus Jr.
before his speech Monday evening. Ev&DS was later presented with an awud &om the University for his
by JIM BRADLEY
business accomplishments and community leadership.

Florence student writes horne
Editor's note: The following
paragraphs are excerpts from a letter
written by a student who is currently
studying at Harding's program in
Florence, Italy.
Today I am in Rome. The sounds of
the traffic woke me at about 7:15. By
7:30 the sound was something alive.
I've been in a few big cities, but I've
never heard anything like this. Not that
it is particularly loud, but there is so
much of it. The thousands, hundreds of
thousands of ,unmuffled motors,
honking horns and screeching brakes
creating layers of sound like an organ
·
fugue gone insane.
This is the city the apostle Paul once
walked in. This very ground. I can say
this, but I don't understand it. My mind
will not sttetch back that far. In
America there is very little material
proof of a time earlier than the 1700s.
Italy is practically made of relics going
back thousands of years. My mind is not
used to such exercise.
There is so much in Italy that I think
I could live here the rest of my life and
still not learn everything that can be
learned. Here, I can see history even in a
simple apartment house. Here they still
use apartments that were used hundreds
of years ago. When I walk down the
street on a hot afternoon and feel the
cave-like coolness emanate from one of
the buildings, I begin to sense the
hundreds of generations that have lived

-~·

here.
Because history is so old here, I don't
see how people could get old. Perhaps a
person's body would become weak but
not old. When I see the "old" Italians
leaning out of their apartment windows
to yell at kids or aggressively bargaining
at the market, I think they must not get
sad like they do in America because
there is just so much life here, where
every age is involved.
All of this is so hard to explain, and I
don't expect you to understand it
because you would have to be here. Italy
is really changing me and it is for the
better. I'm realizing there is more to the
world than just the United States and a
few insignificant countries. In my eyes
the United States is still the greatest
country in the world, but I love Italy
very much and I'm happier than I've
been in years.
The religion here depresses me at
times, though. The church here is very
small. Less than 20 members in our
congregation. It is not much better for
other religions. There are hun,dreds of
massive cathedrals in Italy, but they
house few pews. They are monuments
only to their own beauty.
I guess I've let my romantic side show
in this letter. I suppose Italy has done
that to me. That is what I like most
about this country: the romance. It is in
everything: the buildings, the history
and the people. Especially the people.

by June Middleton
The second speaker for the
American Studies Lecture
Series, Jack Evans, mayor of
Dallas, spoke to a near capacity
crowd Monday night at 7:30
about his ideas on Christian
education.
"He is an outstanding Christian
businessman. We knew he would
have a good message for our
students," Dr. David Burks, dean
of the school of business, said.
Evans began by congratulating
Dr. George Benson, president
emeritus, and President Clifton
Ganus Jr. for supporting
Christian education with their
· leadership. He continued with the
thought that if the world were
ever to be spiritually oriented,
then Christian education would
have to be the starting point.
Evans then asked the assembly
to bow with him in prayer.
"He's a real down-to-earth guy.
I was impressed that be is a
praying man and that he is
people-centered,'' senior Rob
Nossaman said.

In his speech, Evans asked the
question that so many have on
their minds -where in the world
are we? He pointed out that our
nation is changing life-styles,
that unemployment is running
rampant, and that there is
apathy not only in business but in
the world and even in churchrelated activities.
"That may sound pessimistic,
and it is in one way, but I'm not a
pessimist," Evans said. "I'm an
optimist. We can change those
things by working together. It
appears negative and it appears
frightening, but there is an answer."
Evans made the point that
becaUse Americans live in a
busy, fast-moving society, they
sometimes don't take the time to
establish priorities and goals.
"Whatever you set out to do,
you can at the time do it if you
make up your mind that you want
to do it. All of us have time to do
the things we really want to do,"
he said.
(See EVANS, page 12)

Lectureship then1e
is church renewal
''The Church: Renewal or
Ruin?" is the theme for Harding
University's 59th Annual Bible
Lectureship being held Oct. 13-16.
The lectureship is held annually
to promote spiritual growth
among both students and visitors
who attend the lectureship.
The lectureship is promoted as
"an effective study situation for
preachers, elders and Christians
of every profession," which will
provide "some interesting and
beneficial discussions led by
some of the leading scholars in
the brotherhood."
The lectureship will begin
Wednesday, Oct.13at 7 p.m. with
a presentation by the Harding
University Chorale. Tom Holland
will speak on the topic "The
Church mthe New Testament" at
7:30 p.m. Both programs will be
in Benson Adutiroium.
On Thursday, Oct. 14, Holland
will start the lectures at 8 a.m.
with "The Place of Preaching in
the Church." Lynn Anderson will
speak on "What Is Your Crutch?" in chapel at 9 a.m. Classes
will start at 9:45a.m. The theme
forum discussing "Church
Growth" will begin at 2 p.m. in
the Administration Auditorium.
To cl06e the day's activities,
the Harding Academy Chorus
will present a program at 7 p.m.
at the College Church cl Christ,
followed by dean Harold Hazelip,
dean of the Harding Graduate
School of Religion in Memphis,
speaking on 'The Cburcll in the
1980s'' at 7:30 p.m.
Anderson will speak on the
topic "Help My Unbelief" in
chapel on Friday, Oct. 15 at 9

a.m. At 9:45a.m. the classes will
start, including a ladies' class
with Clara Shannon speaking on
"The Christian Wife and
Mother." Another ladies' class,
"Women's Role in the Church"
with Judy Miller, will be held at 1
p.m.
The theme forum on "Fears
Within" will begin at 2 p.m. in the
Administration Auditorium. The
preachers, elders and deacons
will have a dinner with speakers
at 5 p.m. in the Heritage
Cafeteria.
The A Capella Chorus will
present a program at 7 p.m. at
the College Church of Christ, and
Bill Teague will close the day
speaking on "The Future of the
Church" at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 16, classes will
begin at 9 a.m. with Haivey
F1oyd speaking on "Ephesians,
'lbe EpisUe of the Church;"
<See LECTURESHIP, page 12)

Inside
The Forum ...
Club members are asked
their opinions on the abolishment of Rough Night. See a
new feature, paJte 3.

Shaping Up ...

Students find a fun way to
stay fit with jazzercise and
dancercise. Story on page 10.

Bison Football ...
Kevin Webb moves in as
quarterback to lead the Bisons
to victory over Evangel. See
story, page 8.
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Opinio
Today we laugh;
tonight we will belong
If you were in Benson Auditorium Sunday evening at the meeting
all pledges and active club members were supposed to attend, you
probably were struck by this image too. Dean <>f Men Eddie
Campbell was standing at the podium reading from I Corinthians
l3 with a plastic arrow stuck through his head, dressed like a

pledge.
We could joke about the irony of someone dressed like that
talking seriously about the love we should feel for each other,
telling us to remember who we are. The more we thought about it,
though, the more we decided it wasn't so .ridiculous after all.
Probably every single person on this -campus bas been at least
mildly amused by some pledge's costume. The pledge shouldn't be
embarrassed, because be or she is not alone. There are hundreds of
other students dressed up in cnrlers and mismatched clothes and
silly hats, laughing with others, not at others.
The inane outfits might be considered a metaphor for the qutrks
and inconsistencies. we all wear. The ability to laugh at ourselves is
necessary for mental health and social acceptance.
Looking back on our own pledging experiences, we have
changed our minds. We remember the guys and girls we met on
minor dates and the ones we interviewed to complete the
questionnaires in our pledge books. We remember how easy it
became to talk to people we didn't know.
We remember the feeling of belonging we earned after Rough
Night- not just the sense that we finally belonged to the club but
that we finally were full-fledged Harding students. We could wear
club jerseys. read club boxes and play club sports. We were
members. We belonged.
That's what this week is all about. We have met people and been
more gregarious than we thought we were capable of. We've been
humbled. We have learned about others and about ourselves.
No one really knows what to expect tonight. Some people: may be
scared or intimidated; some may be disappointed; many may_be
relie\'ed. Whatever the emotions, they won't last long. In a few
hours. aJI this madnes will be over, we'll all be ourselves again,
and we will have more friends and closer friends than we did before
it started. We will be "socially acceptable. ' Even if we did drop our
pled~ books, forget pledgemasters names, fail to coUect a few
signatures and march out of step while singing our club ditties, it
won't matter any more. We will belong.

Education: no more than a degree?
The European educational
system differs significantly from
its American counterpart in its
emphasis on academics. While
American education attempts to
balance book learning with social
and extracurricular activities,
stress
Europ,ean
schools
scholastics with little regard for
out-of-class events. Which is
better?
Neither entirety; although the
European system educates its
students more thoroughly than

Letters to the Editor
Workers deserve
· more than label
Dear Editor,
When, in an intellectual -environment such as we have
around Harding University,
people often wonder why employees in the bouse!'eeping
department are the way they are.
Assumptions are made about
them, generalizations that are
most often not true.
Therefore, many people have a
perception of the kind .of person

that belongs in the housekeeping
department. Many people
assume that housekeeping
employees are not bright, can't
read or write, lack normal
motivation and ca-nnot follow
directions. Others assume that
housecleaners are unhygienic,
have poor manners, and lack a
good image of themselves.
The extent to which these
assumptions are·true is very low.
Many people believe them to be
true, however. It is so easy to
assume these people by nature
are lazy, lack integrity, desire to
do as little work as .possible,
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avoid responsibility, are indifferent to organizational needs,
are
not
interested
in
achievements, are incapable of
directing their own behavior,
prefer to be directed by others,
avoid making decisions and are
altogether not very bright.
After working with this
department for over 17 years,
and having meetings with them
once or twice every ~onth I
naturally do not subscribe to such
negative and· demoralizing
assumptions about any group of
people and certainly not
housekeeping employees. It
would be more in keeping· with
the principles for which Harding
University stands for us to
assume that people by nature
have integrity, work toward
objectives they are committed to,
assume responsibility within
these commitments, desire to
achieve and are capable of
directing their own behavior.
Most people want their
organization to succeed and they
are not stupid. Why not let's all
encourage our employees to
attain organizational goals
rather than looking down upon
them because they have not had
the opportunity in the same intellectual area as we have. I
believe they are capable and that
they have the ability and will act
accordingly.
Bernie Vines
Superintendent of Buildings
.. :~:~~~~}lllds
.
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The Verdict
Walter Florence
we do. For example, a person
with a baccalaureate degree
from a European high school can
enter Harding as a junior; the
same arrangement does not exist
for American graduates - with
the possible exception of students
from the elite preparatory
schools.
Such facts indicate tba t our
system bas allowed the social
rather than the intellectual
development of a person to take
precedence.
The primary reason we attend
collegels to secure employment
upon graduation or at some time
in the future with which we will
be able to sup~rt ourselves.
With the economy in a prolonged
recession and the future riddled
with uncertainty, economic
considerations should motivate
us to go to college if for no other
motive than to feed ourselves.
However, I believe that a
critical distinction exists between earning a useful degree and
being truly educated.
College is for education as well
as career training. Defining
education requires more space
than this column can give.
Therefore, I will define education
in terms of what it does to a
person: it conveys civilization,
develops tbe mind, enlarges
one's vision, and liberates the
individual to explore his Godgiven talents.
Intellectual development
demands that we read and write
with active mind. To read is to
collect thoughts, examine values,
to conceptualize and to reason.
To write is to express oneself, to
argue and to draw conclusions.
Su.ch skills will not become obsolete but will last a lifetime.
The social and extracunicular
· benefits>tllat ·<!Ollege affords do
\

•

I

not constitute an education. We
learn through the development of
close relationships with fellow
students and faculty members
and through involvement in
student organizations and sports,
but these undertakings do not
educate us.
In fact, most of these activities
could be matched outside of
college, for it does not take
$20,000-usually parental money
- and four years to become a
club beau, to experience the joys
of dorm life or to attend edifying
devotionals.
College should be a time of
physical, spiritual and intellectual.growth; study without
social interaction is detrimental
and distorts the real purpose of
life.
Presently,
however,
no
academically induced distortion
exists at Harding. In general,
students take their studies only
as seriously as their desired
grade point average allows them.
~dyilm in the library on Friday
night, even if the library wel'e
open, would be total anathema;
studying in the dorm after curlew, which is permitted, is
equally unthinkable.
As a television advertisement
once said, "a mind is a terrible
thing to waste.'' I hope none of us
commits such a crime.

Excuse us
Phi Beta Lambda, a
business organization open to
all business majors, was incorrectly identified as an
accounting society in last
week's Bison. We apologize
for the error.

..
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To Florence with love: in praise of impetuosity
At 3 ~.m., the human will
reaches its peak ~ impetuosity.
Suggestions that wouid be
ridiculous in the middle ot the
day seem like ideas of genius at
that time of night.
Bat sometimes they turn out to
be worthwhile suggestioos after
all. It was that kind of idea that
my roommate bad the other
night.
We· had been up late, and for
some reason, she voiced a crazy
but appealing thought: let's call

Hardy
''WE GOT YOU NOW
LOVERSOYI''

Linda.
Linda, one of our favorite
people, would be a sympathetic,
encouraging person to talk to
after -• orking into the· early
morning. She would amtise us. It
would be good to bear her voice.
There was one small problem;
though. We didn't have her phone
number; Linda is· in Florence,
Italy this semester.
At about 3 a.m., I have the
stubborn will of a child. H I want
to do something, I wa,nt it now. I
by Rusty Veley

''DOH'r LET
HIM GET
A""'Y''

Endlessly Rocking
Laura L. ~rowa

called the operator.
"Patty, may I help you?"
"Yes, I'm trying to make a call
to Florence, Italy, and I have the
address but I don't have the
number," I explained.
"Orie moment."
A few clicks followed her
words, and another voice spoke.
"New York. What c~untry are
you ca:lling'?" - ·
"Italy," I said, surpriSed and a
little bit pleased to be talking to
someone in the Big Apple. We got
no answer from the international
operator, he said; I would ha:ve to
call back later.
Five minutes was later enough
for me; we tried again. and this
time the operator put us straight
through to information in Italy.
The man couldn't find a listing
for the name I gav.e him. Try

Harding University, I said. It
wasn't there either.
I hung up frustrated; I had
talked to someone in Italy. I had
been that close. I wasn't going to
give up.
We called again, asking for the
Olurch of Christ (rather fumbUng through our idea of the
Italian name for it). Ah, that
number he did have; the Mormons. We waited until we could
call an awake person in Searcy
who had the number.
At 7:30 a.m. Searcy time and
1:30 p.m. Florence time, we
called. The-voice at the other end
said something I didn't understand. "Pardon me'?" I asked.
She said it again.
I ignored it. "I need to speak to
Linda Ford," I sald.
The woman launched into a

stream of Italian words, ending
them with "uno momento! Uno
momento!"
"OK," I said. She didn't understand that either.
"Uno
momento!
Uno
momento!"
"OK - uh, si," I said, hoping
that was the right word.
"Grazia," she answered. An
Enlish-speaking voice came Qn,
and went to get Linda from the
dinner table.
"Hello'?" she said timidly,
probably expecting bad news.
"What's -cooking'?"
"Hi!" she laughed, surprised
and thrilled to hear the familiar
voice from a quarter of a world
away.
_
We talked a few minutes, and
then we talked to Kathy Cage,
another · of our favorite people.
I can't remember exactly what
words we used, or even
everything we talked about. But
what I do remember is the
pleasure in reaching out and
touching someone so far away,
the satisfaction of hearing
friends' voices after. weeks of
silence.

Externals should not rule attitude

The week that most effects
Harding University from within
is almost history.
Reflecting on my own pledging
activities, I can still hear the
echoes of total elation of a
-received fll'St choice bid and the
RickKrug
subdued tears o( disappoiiltment.
It took a little while, but I think I pinned down the real feeling
feeling is within us.
picked up off the table.
acquired during this testing
By definition happinesS is an
Furthermore, a student can be
time: acceptance, that feeling of
attitude, not an action. This is
happy here at Harding and not
being wanted and needed by
why Paul could sit in the lowest
even be in a club.
'
those around you.
level of a Roman jail and sing
But beyond Harding, we will all
However, this past week, due to
praises to God.
have to face the real world and
the casting of a vote, some bave
Since humans have a free will~
our attitudes will be· tested to the
felt quite different. Even I had to
they can choose the attitude they
breaking po4tt. We nEied now to
pledge twice to get into niy
take toward the events in their
develop our strengths and not to
present club.
lives.
let things like clubs, sports or
Even deeper than mere acWhether a student pledges the
even dating relationships unduly
ceptance, happiness is being
first choice, last choice or even a · ,rule our happiness.
sought, the true peace of mind.
club that is not one of the original
With Christian brothers and
Ironically, we search for this
choices, he or she cart be happy
sisters helping in our trials, we
beloved peace in the externals
and fulfilled. Mter all, some club
can be built up. With God for us,
around us, even though the
presidents were once pledges
who can be against us'?

Christians
in the World

"ONE OF YOU GRAB

''GET HIM
GIRLS~

HIS OTHER LEG''
E.. HE's A LOT
HEAVIER THAN
,_,E LOOK 5 __
,, - -

The Bison will periodically
use this space to loterview ,
students on current issues
affecting campus We. This
week students were asked
"What is your reaction to the
abolishment
of
Rough
Night!"
Robert Swain, a sophomore
from Conway, King's Men
social club: "Rough night was
important in the past, but this
week will be just as good

Frank Turner, a junior from
Marianna, Sui).T 16 social
club: "I don't think it's gonna
affect the club in a bad way. I
can understand the administration's point of view,
judging from what has happened in the past, though I
think there are other ways to
have dealt with the situation.
other than totally c11tting out

everything goes all right this
year - on a trial basis."
Michele Olree, a junior from
Memphis, Omega Phi social
club: "A lot of people were
being abused on Rough Night.
It doesn't bother me because
we were never that "rough"
anyway. For us, it was more
fun than rough."

I

without it 'cause it's as good
as we make it."
John W. Ward, a junior from
Hot Springs, Kappa Sigma
Kappa social club: "I think
you can' t be as much a part of
the club without going through
what the present members
did. It's not fair for some clubs
that have been rumored about
that they are going to do more
than the rules . allow. . The
pidelines are ju&t too atricl"

Tomy Sitton, a senior from
Atlanta, Kappa Sigma Kappa
social club: "The basic
argument is that the people
who have gone through it feel
cheated because this year's
pledges are not having to go
through it. I think they should
compromise
what
the
students want and w.hat tbe
administration wanta .....,. jf
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Florence program may need to seek new facilities
by Cynthia Hootoa
1be Harding University in
Florence (HUF) program will
probably have to find a new
facility to house the school by the
spring of 1984, according to Dr.
Carl Mitchell, professor of Bible
and one of the directors of the
program.
The villa currently used by the
HUF program does not belong to
the University. It is owned by the
Church of Christ in Jonesboro,
which bought the facility for a
Bible training school to be used
by Italian students.
The school closed a few years
ago when it was without a
director. The closing of the school

corresponded with the beginning

of the HUF program. Currently a
new director is being sought and
plans are Peing made to reopen .
the school as soon as possible.
1be Bible training school in
Florence was started several
years ago by missionaries to
Italy, including Dr. Mitchell and
Dr. Don Shackleford, director of
the Mission-Prepare program,
and Italian preachers. Students
could come to Florence to attend
professional schools for careers
in the secular world and also to
have a Bible school curriculum.
When the school closed, only a
few students were still living in
the villa in Florence.

The HUF program has had the
use of the villa, which is only a
few minutes by bus from
downtown Florence, for maintaining the upkeep of the
property all year long.
Dr. Mitchell said that although
it may be difficult to find another
building so well suited to the
needs of the program, "our
continuation is not contingent
upon the use of that building."
Participation in the HUF
program has increased almost
every semester since the
program's beginning over two
years ago, 35 students, the
maximum· number allowed,

made the trip this Sem.ester.
Thirty students have already
made reservatioos for the spring
semester.
Dr. Mitchell said he does not
think this fall's decrease in
enrollment will adversely affect
the program because of its
popularity and the small number
of students who are away from
the Searcy campus.
HUF directors are considering
two alternatives for housing the
students while they are in
Florence either renting
another villa comparable to the
me they are "Staying in now or
letting the students stay in a
''pensione" or family-type hotel
similar to an early American inn.
Dr. Mitchell said finding a
building to rent similar to the one
they have now could be quite a
problem because there is a
serious shortage of housing in
Italy~ They would probably have
to renovate a small apartment
building, a project that would
involve considerable time and
expense. TQe Bible school villa
was once an apartment building
with four or five small apartments.
A pensione is a small inn with
25 to 30 rooms. With this type of
arrangement, all meals and
laundry services would be
provided and included in the
price of the lease. Because the
program would be using the
pensione in the six months
considered the ' off" tourist
season, it wQUld probably be
more reasonable in price than
renting a villa, Dr. Mitchell said.
He said that he did not expect
the cost of the Florence program
to increase very much at all if
they are able to set up a pensionetype arrangement.
With the villa they are
currently using, HUF is
responsible for making all

by JIM BRADI£Y

Dedication Ceremonies

Mr. Mac's
Hair
Fashions

Dr. Da'Vld Burb, dean of the achool of bulneu, addresses •pectaton who turned oat for the formal
dedication of the new J.E. and L.E. Mabee Bulneu Center Monday afternoon.

Child care conference to be held
The 30tb annual Christian Child
Care CoDference will be held at
the Camelot Inn in Little Rock
Monday through Wednesday. The
conference is a meeting of child
care agencies which are provided
support by churches of Christ
from across the country.
In the yearly three-day ~
ference, 12 experts in child care
will be giving lectures in their
particular fields. Registration
beginS Monday at 2 p.m., and
fees for the program are charged
to the different agencies attenrung.
,
Some Harding students will be
going to part of the conference on
class field trips, but anyone who
is interested is welcome to go.
Dr. Clifton Ganus Jr.,
president of the University, will
deliver the keynote address at
the conference on Monday night.
Floyd Daniel, vice president for
finance, wUJ. also speak that
evening on fund raising.
Allen Keith-Lucas, a child care
consultant for more than 80
childre~'s hoJ:Qes, , will be a
prominent speaker for Tuesday.
Keith-Lucas bas written 12 boots

and more than 100 articles on
child care with an emphasis on
its relation to the chUrch.
Wednesday the speakers include Claudia Jewett, a family
therapist who specializes in the

fielas of adoption and foster care.
There will be 12 speakers ~ all
at the conference in addition to a
speaker for the Wednesday
evening churcb service on the
last .day of the lectures.

Special. ~or October
20o/o Off All Beauty
Salon Services
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8 Quarter Tokens for $1 with this ad.
Wed. night -

~~1-

I

I

I

I
I·

Ladies Night

$5 worth of tokens for $3

I
I

Thurs. night - College Night
- 6.quarter tokens for. $1 with 1.0.

I

I The Electric Cowboy

I
I

I
*
own~rship
~
L _;.;;.._ ~ --..;.;~~ ~~
Under new

P'"Oot

repairs such as painting,
replacing things that are broken
and extensive wort on the villa's
plumbing and heating S}'Btems.
'lhe program also employs three
persons who do cooking, laundry
and repairs. At least two of these
persons would . no longer be
needed .if they moved into a
pensione, cutting down on expenses even more.
'Ibe program's directors are
already looking into wbat type of
arrangements may be made; Dr.
Shackleford is in Florence this
semester
checking
out
possibilities.
Dr. Mitchell said that by the
time a new director is chosen for
the Bible school, a plan will be
well laid out as to where the HUF
program will be housed.
Any students interested in
going to Florence for the spring
semester should contact Dr.
Mitchell and give him a deposit
within the n.e xtfew days, he said,
because openings are available
for only a few more students.

3701 Race

rl'~

• 10 Sty I ists to
Serve You
• Open 6 days
a Week

{8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Mon. -Sat.)
268-6232

E. Race Ave.

,.._
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Scenes of Pledge Week

,..

Some pledge week costumes have been
more imaginative than In past years,
perhaps to make up for anything that will be
lost by not having Rough Night. Rosemary
Ritchie, left, and Janelle Jonson, right, make
sure a Kirei N a Ai fungi understands the requirements specified in her pledge book (top
left). Beta Tau Gamma clods (left) Penny
Smith and Anita Maples try the new wave
look with skinny neckties . and 3-D glasses.
Zeta Rho .~ugs (below, from left) Seeju Merritt, Connie Roseman, Linda Collier, Wendy
W agn~r and Glenda Collier sing their pledge
anthem during Pledge Week activities in the
student center.

~

STATE FARM

.,.
•

I.N S, U R A N C E

®....o~

...

FOR INSURANCE CALL
Vernon Rogers

268-8638
l3JJ· E Race Ave

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
S1o1e Form lnsvronce Compan,e-s
Home Qtf,ces Bfoom,nglon. lll•nots

by JIM BRADLEY

Nautilus
-Try our individualized program.
-Free weights are included.
-

Reasonable student rates.

TOWN & COUNTRY
BEAUTY SALON

CASA
-

Wants To Serve You

Ladies' aerobic dance class.
MWF - 8:45 a.m. & 3:30 p.m.

-

Tih -7:30p.m.

Come See Us Today
268-3018

•
•
•
•

Open 6 Days A Week
8 Hairdressers
Appointments At Evening
We Welcome Walk-Ins

205 N. Locust
Searcy

South Main St.

(Behind the Poor Boy's Burger Barn)

'· ·-

Phone:
268-3431
or
268-4951

Students elected
Five students were elected to
the Student Advisory Committee
of the sociology and social services department during the
social work seminar held earlier
in this semester.
The students are seniors
Debbie Hooten, Nancy Cole,
Derrek Reese and Debbie Young
and junior Kim Reynolds.
The Student Advisory Committee is designed to act as a
liaison between department
faculty members and social work
majors to communicate specific
problems with curriculum or
teachers and to evaluate the
effectiveness of the department's
programs, according to Reese,
chairtn~Pl ·of the ;committee. ·
~.· · ·:•:•.· ·, · , ·:.·..:.: . · .~· . ~ ..... ,· . ·~~~·,·· :
:

~ - . · f· · ~~:
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Plans underway for summer theatrical tour
by Usa Taylor
Planning is underway for the
first theatrical tour for the
summer of 1983 called "Light of
the World Ministries" to be
produced by sophomore Jerry
Justice and directed by graduate
Robin Cannon.
Jerry, 20, began making plans
for this tour several years ago,
"Seven years ago 1 bad a dream
to produce theater on a tour. The
real inspiration came from "Up
With People," Justice said.
As a debuting production, an
eight-member cast including
Keith Brenton, Robin Cannon,
Blake Eubanks, Barry Fisk,
Rona Ly01., Cindy Nations,

Joellen Noland and Cliff
Thompson, will be performing a
"Montage" or series of original
scripts tomorrow at 7 and 8:30
p.m. in the Little Theater. Admission is free.
"This cast is not the tour cast,"
Justice said. "We'll hold
auditions for the summer performances Nov. 29-30 from 3 p.m.
to 10 p.m. and take somewhere
from 10 to 12 performers."
Tomorrow night's show will
include such performances as
"General Conformity," "The
Prodigal," "Eternal Life" and
"For the Good of the Team."
''This is a rapid-fu-e series of
sketches with the purpose of
using drama to emphasize

particular problems in Christian
life," Cannon said.
This type of drama is similar to
the former campus groups,
Troubadours and His Players.
The goal of Justice and Cannon
with "Light of the World
Ministries" is· to leave approximately May 19 and return
the week of July 18. "We'll be
working mostly in the South,
South Central, and Southeast,"
Justice said. They hope to stay
with host families along the way.
Booking for performances at
universities throughout the area
has ~dy begun. Ticket sales
are a major support for the tour.
1bey also hope to play churches
and youth groups but at no
charge.
''The main purpose is to
strengthen Christians. We want
to play all denominations
because we believe everyone can
profit from the message,"
Justice said.
The purpose is two-fold, according to Justice. "We also want
to arouse curiosity in Christians
and allow them to ask themselves
QUE!Stions like 'Why shoold 1
believe this over something
else?' "
"Lightofthe World Ministries"
is not incorpal"ated but will be a
non-profit · foundation. "It's
hopefully a performing nucleus
which will eventually diversify
and form a corporation," Cannon
said.·
Phase one ·of the ministry is
called "Night Lights," ·which
involves everything to do with
theatrical performance.
"We want to move into concerts, the multi-media, crusades
and bookstores later on," Justice
said.
Preparations are being .made
to perform various shows such as
"Christ in the Concrete City,"
which discusses the crucifiXion
and how peQple crucify ~
today. "The Lion, the Witch, arid
the Wardro.be" by C. S. Le~,

and a "Blackout" series of brief
sketches centered around different themes.
"All of this is a lot of hot air
until God gives us the go-ahead,"
Cannon said. Expressing a desire
to be exclusive instead of inclusive, Cannon said, "I don't
like the idea of auditions, but in
order to get interested people,
they have to come to us.
"We don't want to create an
artistic or spiritual hierarchy,"
Cannon said.
"This i~ strictly a faith
ministry to God's glory," Justice
said.

Support the arts

Check out Montage, a series of
original scripts,
tomorrow at 7 and
8:30 p.m. in the
Little Theater. Admission is free.

Wedding Invitations ...
Latest styles to choose &om!
Ask about invitations with photo of couple!
We custom make invitations
at reasonable prices.

HARDING PRESS
(an auxiliary enterprise of Harding)

HERMAN WEST, printer
300 S. Remington
(Southwest Comer of Campus)

Phone: 268-8431 or Campus Ext. 341

.

Make bear tracks to A&W
for our special

by JIM BRADl£Y

Hmmmm
Rkk Aleunder, a leDIOl' member of Sub T-16 soclal dub, dtl
calmly amid the coDfasion of the atudent centft Monday wbete
maay of this week'a Rledglag activf.tlel ue taking place.

r----------------------------------------,
Bring In This Coupon For:
Teenburger, Fries, & Medium Drink
ONLY $1.99

To Give A Gift
Very Special
For
ChristmasUse Our layaway Plan.

(Explrea Od. U)

L---------------------------------------~

The Corner Gift Shop
927 E. Market

268-4741

Specializing in:
• A&~V Root Beer Float
408 N. Walnut

268~8112

Where our food's as good as our Root Beer.

Come see us soon!
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Ragtime Revue sho\\f
combines dance, jazz

, ....

....,r

Revue.JDMter of ce~mome. Joeeph Kelly pauses to lliten to ~atdz Loo, whoee belting voice wu a
highlight of tbe Riverboat Ragtime Revue lyceum piOp'&lll Taelday night.
bv JIM aAAot.ev.

$$
- Into Dollars.

Turn Your Hobby$$

Teach & Demonstrate

NEEDLECRAFT

GotNew.s?

The Bison
wants to know.

Earn Generous Commission.

For More Information
Call:
KAY at 268•3721 (after 5:00)

Callus at
·ext. 330.

by Eddie Madden
Tuesday night's performance
of the Riverboat Ragtime Revue,
the first Lyceum program of the
semester, was a very entertaining show.
Only a small ·crowd showed up
for the program, possibly
because of Pledge Week activities being h~ld
simultaneously. Even though the
crowd was small, they were
treated to an enjoyable show, and
they responded enthusiastically
to most of the numbers.
The revue's setting was a
Mississippi riverboat, complete
.with a ragtime band, a Dixieland
quartet, showboat entertainers
and Mark Twain.
The most enjoyable entertainer, and definitely one of
the most crowd-pleasing1 was
Beatriz Loo, a short, heayy-set
black woman who could belt her
way through every song she
sang, whether ragtilile, soul or
Dixieland jazz.
She was a stereotypical jazz
singer, injecting her perfonnance with botb bluesy soul
and contagious excitement Her
silly song, "Daddy Wouldn't
Buy Me A Bow-Wow," drew
several laughs from the
audience, and her rendition of
"Won't You Come Home, Bill
Bailey" crescendoed slowly to an
energetic climax, displaying her
vocal talent to its fullest.
Another crowd-pleaser waa the
tap dancing, singing master of
ceremonies, Joseph Kelly. He
was a featured performer
throughout mqst of the show, and
a few son(lj high1ighted his
animated tap dancing. His most
memorable song was probably
'Tm Li~a Ragtime Life," his
opening song.
The New San Francisco Jubilee
Singeri quartet, ~ of
Olarles Mills, Robert Duffy,
Gary Hell and Paul Von Rotz,

although providing background
vocals and choreography in most
of the show, provided several
enjoyable numbers, including
"Camptown Racetrack" and a
lullaby, "Kentucky Babe."
The band, the Riverboat
Ramblers, too, although mostly
providing a strong musical
background for the entertainers,
was featured ·in several pieces.
The piano player, Fred Wells,
gave an excellent performance of
Scott Joplin's ~'The Entertainer." The banjo player,
Jim Coston, also p~yed solos
during the revue.
Perhaps the most amusing
performer of the night was
Professor Gizmo, who performed
John Phillip Sousa's "Stars and
Stripes Trio" as a one-man band.
He said the song was a marching
band number which he had
"decomposed" for a one-man
band.
Jana King, the Southern belle
' 'Tupelo Honey," sung some slow
solos, including " Only Make
Believe" and " After the Ball!'
'lbe love songs provided a mellow
element to the show, but they
were almost a disappointment
when compared to the bluesy,
ragtime, jazz atmosphere of the
rest of the show.
Mark Twain, portrayed by
Donald Cowan, was funny at
times, but be also tended ~ get a
little long at times. And occasionally he was even corny and
boring. The portrayal was
cellent, but the long speeches
detracted frolil his overall
performance.
Other memorable moments in
the show included the enduring
showboat theme, "The Robert E.
Lee," a medley c:l George M.
Cohen songs, an amusing
ragtime
dance
number,
' 'Walking the Dog, " and the
revue's grand finale, "Sewanee."

ex-

Go-Go's 'Vacation' improves over debut
Vaeation-1beGo-Go's (IRS)

Catering to the taste
of those who enjoy

'Ibis is not just another party
record.
On its bouncing, bubbling
surface, this· may be the case.
But dig a little deeper into the
preoccupations of punk rock's
version of Josie and the
Pussycats and a panorama of
minor disillusionments is found.

ELEGANCE
•
•
•
•
•

Weddings
Engagements
Bridals
Club Banquets
O ub Composites

GEORGE DILLIN
Certified Professional Photographer
HERMAN WEST
Professional Photographer

..
1202 E. Market Ave.

Searcy, AR 72143

. Call fo.r Appointmellt - 268-9304
.
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.

•

•

.

.

.

•
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Vacation, in typically glitzy,
Go-Go's fashion, confronts
romantic obsession (the title
cut), narcissism ("The Way You
Dance' ~) ,
and West coast
decadence ( "!~s Everything But
Partytime"). The reco~ has a
rather dark £eel for power pop,
but then such an approach
compliments the lyrical un-

Album Review
dercurrent Not a great record,
but a good one, and definitely an
improvement over the Go-Go's

spotty debut.

'B

The Original mpqaeevarlum 1Stevie Wonder (Tamla)
For those of the readership who
have spent the last ten years
under a rock, Stevie Wonder is
the premier black pop musician
of our day - a sort of hybrid of
Ray Charles, Aretha Franklin,
and Sly Stone.
This attractive greatest hits
package covers virtually every
single from Music of My Mind
through Hotter Tban July and
features four new songs including
"That Girl," "Do I Do," and the
newly released, quasi-religious
"Ribbon In The Sky."
Each of the new offerings are
deceptively ~ple. They ~
ostensibly love songs ; the lyrics
however, pose some intriguing
questioos, conflicts, and con-

cepts.
H you don't have any Wonder
albums, get this, please. If yeo
do, atleast buy the singles.
•A
plus
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Last-minute play leads Bisons to third victory
by Ken Bissen
An incredible play within a

fourth quarter comeback enabled
the Harding Bisons to defeat the
Evangel College Crusaders 1514, lasl Saturday in Springfield,
Mo.
The hero of the game was
quarterback Kevin Webb, a
senior free safety who was
moved to the position after an
injury fe lled starter Kyle
Blickenstaff. Webb was an allstate quarterback at Harding
Academy but had not played at
the man-under spot since his high
school days some six years ago.
"Kevin really responded well
under the pressure,'' Bison head
coach John Prock said. "We

threw him into Ule position last
Monday, and he played like he
was ready. Everyone was
pleased by his performance."
The big play came with 1:24
remaining in the game. Evangel
led 14,-7 and it appeared as if the
Bisons were about to go down
with their second loss.
After giving the ball up on
downs, the Bison defense rose to
the occasion to hold the Crusader
offense, thus forcing them to
punt. Evangel punter Wally
Wetherbee booted a 37-yarder,
which was returned by Bruce
Baldwin 11 yards to the Harding
26-yard line.
After Webb threw incomplete
tosplit-endMikePeacockonfirst

down, the stocky senior broke
around the right end for 42 yards·
to the Evangel 32. Another incomplete pass followed and the
time continued to be on the
Crusader side.
On second down, from the
Cl"Q.S8der· 32, Webb rolled.out to
his left looking for the open
receiver. Heavy pursuit by the
Evangel defense forced Webb out
of the pocket and t.be effort
seemed hopeless as Webb was
almost brought down by therusb.
But wide open on the ten-yard
line stood slotback Gary Hill.
Webb heaved an aerial while
falling backwards in the direction of Hill, who caught the pass
'and trotted iilto the endzone

untouched. Tailback Tony McCoy
made the difference in the score
when he took a pitch from Webb
and scampered in from th~ left
side for the tw&-po,int conversion.
Both teams scored on their first
possession. Evangel tot)k the
opening kickoff and marched 80
yards in 12 plays for the score.
Tailback Ted Borgstadt accounted fox 33 yards on the drive,
including the five-yard touchdown run. Wetherbee converted
theextrapointand tbe.Crusaders
led 7-0.
·
The Bisons matched the score
on the next drive. Peacock
returned the kickoff l4 yards to
the 29-yard line. Ten plays later,
McCoy wa s in the endzone
following a 39-yard sprint.
Playing a major key in the drive
was freshman tailback Glenn
Segars, who picked .up ten yards
on three carries, including two
for first·· downs. Steve Hunter
kicked .the extra I)oint, tying the
game at 7-7. ·
·
The Crusaders took their 14-7
lead followmg an interception by
linebacker Reynold Mainse on
the Evangel 37-yard line. Behind
the passing of quarterback Jamie

Wines the Crusaders marched
the 63 yards in 11 plays for the
scMe. Wines completed four
passes for 40 yards, thus setfing
up the one-yard dive by reserve
tailback Dennis McDonald.
Wetherbee booted the extra point
to give the Crusaders their shortlived lead.
·
"There was plenty of excitemeot, lor sure," Prock said.
"It was the first time we played
Evangel, and they proved that
their 1-2 record was deceiving.
They're a good ballclub."
Tomorrow the Bisons open
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference play when they take on
the Arkansas Tech Wonder Boys
inRussellville.Kickoffisat7:SO
p.m.
.....-- -- - - - - - --,

Support
the
Bisons

S(Ub~~~~at

~cvw/~. j""~ ~~OJ
~~~106 N. Spring

Downtown Searcy
268-4684

by JIM BRADLEY

Freeze Frame

Bison spilt end Mike Peacock leaps to snag a pass u Evangel defender Rlcble'Wood moves In for dle
tackle.

Webb named
player of week
Kevin Webb, who engineered
the Harding victory over
Evangel College last week, has
been r.amed the Arkansas Intercollegiate Player of the Week,
according to commissioner

Compo~&~ . ..
with Ex.ception.af

Harry Hall. .

Webb, a Searcy native, was
moved from the defensive
secondary to quarterback i on
Monday of last week when
starter Kyle Blickenstaff was
forced out of the lineup due to an
injury . Tbe 195 lb. senior
responded with some big plays to
up the Bisons' record to 3-1.
A um graduate of Harding
Academy, Webb was an all-state
quarf.erback for the Wildcats.
Injury had forced him to the
sidelines a year and a half ago,
but he came back this year to
play his final season.
Earlier this week he was
~ed "AIC Player of the Week"
,y the Arkansas Democrat.
,,,. ,. ,,. ~ · ·· ·~ . . • ' • ••••. ..,......·

NO.
W· OPEN
II
.
H·a ir ·Design~ by D " M
.

We specialize in:
*Cuts
*Styles
*Perms
*Color

awattd-winn~
fiot.bc.a.it~.

Mona Yerby and Dorothy Martin
have 7 & 8 years experience
from a local salon.

Walk-ins are welcome & we also pierce ears.

Located Only 2 Blocks
From Campus
916 E. Race
Searcy, Arkansas

1902 E. Market

., , , .. , , , ... - llT'•'·.·-i~'"' ..............-~· .. ·1···~··

268-5614

..····-'..<1·'

268-1440
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Blickenstaff still sidelined

......

Bisons open conference season against ~ATV
second-ranked team in NCAA
Division ll (31~); Northeast
Oklahoma, currently ranked
number four in the NAIA (17-6)_,

by Ken BiaseD
A new season begins for both
the Harding Bisons and the
Arkansas Tech University
Wonder Boys as Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference play
begins for both squads tomorrow
in Russellville. Kickoff is at 7:30
p.m.
Tech enters the game with a 1-3
record, but that figure could be
deceiving. After an opening
game 31-23 victory over the
University of Arkansas at Pine
Bluff, the Wo~er Boys have
dropped three straight to
Livingston University, the

~ tentral Missouri 0 .3-10). AD
three teams that defeated Tech

are presently unbeaten.
"Arkansas Tech is by far no
slouch," Harding head coach
John Prock said. "They've had
probably the toughest nonconference~hedole 6f anyone in
the AIC. They are better than
their record indicates."
Offensively, the Wonder Boys
depend on quarterback David
Worsham and running back

Stacy Johnson. Worsham leads
the conference in passing, with 40
completions in 84 attempts for 545
yards and two touchdowns.
Johnson is the foUrth leading
ground gainer in the aic, with 270
yards on 42 carries and an impressive 6.4 yard average. He is
also third in pass receiving, with
nine receptions for 149 yards.
Teammate and fellow back
Carlton Moragne is second with
10 receptions for 90 yards, while
Greg Jefferson, who led the
Wonder Boys in last year's
contest between the two teams,
has seven catches for 129 yards to

rank loth.

Injuries have bit the Wonder
Boys lightly, but three are a few
question marks before the game.
Offensive tackle Terry Smith and
split-end David Schauer are both
down with injuries but should see
action. Free safety Alan Stubbs is
questionable, but freshman
Curtis Green has seen considerable action at the position.
For the Bisons, injuries are
still the main topic of discussion.
Two ma1n offensive threats, ·
quarterback Kyle Blickenstaff
and split-end Don Shumate, are
very doubtful. Blickenstaff is still

recovering from a severe kidney
injury, and Shumate's status for
the remainder of the season is
questionable. The leg injury he
suffered early on proved to be
more of a. problem than
previously thought.
Otherwise, everyone will . be
available for duty. Defensive
back David Fullerton is still
having trouble with a shoulder
injury, but be plans to play, as
does offensive linemen Tom
Martin and Philip Nannie. Also
expected for spot duty is tight end
Mark AdkisQn, who missed last
week's game due to a leg injury.

Players at fault in rag-tag injuries

Aftermath
Rough Night is gone. .How successful were the alternatives? Watch
for an in-depth examination of Pledge
Week in next week's Bison.

,

lE1

FLIPPIN - KIIHNL

EYE CARE CENTER, P•. C.
311 North Spruce Street
Highway 367 South
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
Bald Knob, Arkansas 72010
501/268-3577
501/724-6376
Call Toll Free: 1-800-592-2020
Howard F. Flippin, O.D.
Michael Kiihnl, O.D.
General Optometry
General and Pediatric
Optometry

Here it is Friday and nearly the
end of Pledge Week. Tomorrow
marks the beginning of club
football, ·one of ~ big events
lon__g_ awaited by the men's
clubs. If you were here last year,
you may remember a barrage of
articles and cartoons discussing
the injury problems within the
sport.
When considering the situation
in the past, many said that it was
the program's fault Much of the
blame was cast upon Coach Cecil
Beck, head of the intramural
program. Many sought out rule
changes to safen the situation,
thus hoping to ~;md the rash of
injuries that seemed to occur at
every game.
Those changes were made; yet
the injuries still prevail as
testified in the intramural play.
It seemed that there were more
broken noses and separated
shoulders this year than in years
past.
I honestly don't think it is
Coach Cecil Beck's fault this time
(or any other time for that
matter). If one was to research
each injury, I feel confident that
negligence on a player's part,

-

A

Sports ·Spectrum

.c /_, _ _ __

.

~)

_

_

Ken Bissell

whether intentional or unintentional, would be the major
reason for the mishaps.
Sure there are exceptions to the
I"Qle. They are very few, but they
range from the failure of the
officials to call tackling or
lowering the head, to just pure
clumsiness on the injured
player's part.
What this article is for is to
persuade each player to display
the best sportsmanship when

playing rag-tag. We don't have
pads on, and the protection we
get comes from our ability to
avoid a situation in which we
might need those pads. Otherwise, there could be a lot of laidout bodies on the field after each
game.
I hope there won't be another
barrage of editorials on the
subject this year. If there is, I can
assure you that Coach Beck won't
be catching the flak.

Literate sports fans
Do you like sports? Can you write?
Would you like to write about sports?
The Bison· can use you. Call us at extension 330 or write us at Box 1192.

The Colonel Announces:

HARDING NIGHT OUT
every Monday and Tuesday night.

Coupons only recl-mable on these nights.
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~mucky Fried Cbk:lam.
Do CJblaba.11&1$. :....
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SchooLo.,:LaLV
wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus
to speak with anyone interested in pUJ'SUins a lepl education.
To arrange an interview or to attend a poup sesaion, contact
the office listed below.
Date: Wednesday
Contact: Career Planning
October 27, 1982
& Placement Office
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DanCercise enthusiasts sweating it out in rhythm·by Jane Gore

Exercise is one of those activities that most people don't
like to do alone. H you do 50 situps in your dorm room after
curfew while your roommate is
down the hall at a popcorn party,
who is there to applaud?
Getting in shape or attempting
to stay in .shape takes up a lot of
students' time. Some jog, some
work out at the gym and some
simply try individual activities
like swimming or riding a bike.
But people seem to need
reinforcement, and many of the
women students have found that

exercise classes help them to
stay interested and· have fun
while they tone up muscles and
get down to the business of
looking good.
Aerobics, dancercise, Jaz- ·
zercise - these are aD some of
the types of classes available in
Searcy.
Senior Betsy Walkup joined a
class at the Carmichael Community Center with three of her
house mates, Susan Parkey,
Sandy Gregory and Karen
Surber. "It's a lot of fun. We have
a ball," she said. "We joined so
we could encourage each other."
Sophomore Tracy Smith at-

tends classes at Fun and Fitness.
She is enrolled in Jazzercise
under certified instructor Kim

Winston.
"It's a good thing to take your
daily frustrations out on, and you
get to exercise too. It's especially
good after a full day of classes,"
she said.
Originally the big fad in
exercise classes was rhythmic
aerobics, which focuses mainly
on improving the heart rate, not
on getting inches off or toning
muscles.
Many instructors, like Susan
Barden of Casa-Nautilus, have
modified versions of aerobics and
dancercise to attempt to improve
the heart rate and circulation as
well as to take off inches and to
firm bodies up.
"My main goal for my students
is an improved heart rate, second
to reshape their figures, and
third to help them have a good
mental attitude," she said. "I
know that exercising has helped
me."
Jazzercise is a loosely used
term, but actually is a trademark
of a national corporation. Kim
Winston explains that Jazzercise
is unique because it is a franchized organization and because
its instructors are certified oilly
after training and two auditions.
"We offer more than the
cardiovascular benefits; you also
get flexibility and toning,"
Winston said. She also said that
Jazzercise has been using video
to keep instructors informed on
new routines every seven to eight
weeks. "You could go into a
Jazzercise class in Searcy one
day and then go to Memphis and
they would be doing the same
routines," she said.
Nancy Beckham, one of the
instructors at Carmichael
Community Center, is certifying
in a new area called Aerobicise,
which was originally designed for
men and women, but her classes
will continue to be open for

women only.
Not everyone enrolled in
exercise classes is there to lose
weight. Senior Cheryl Crockett
has been working out at the
community center since this
summer. Though she went at
first because she had gained
some weight on Venezuelan
campaigns, she says that now she
goes "ma;tly because I want to
tone up muscles, not to lose
weight."
Though some people enroll in
classes and drop out because
they can't fit it into their
schedules, once people become
regulars, they are hooked.
"It's habit forming, for sure.
It's my daily routine. It is just
lik.e any one of my other classes,''
said Smith of her Jazzercise
class.
Some dancercise enthusiasts
never even enroll in a class.
Patty Miller has been buying
exercise tapes and learning the
routines by herself for the last
couple of years. She encourages
other people to work out with her.
"I used to get my wing to exercise with me when I lived in
Kendall," she said.

Most instructors don't encourage people to attempt
exercise routines by themselves.
Barden said, "I don't think it
(using exercise tapes) could
possibly be the best program.
Positioning is hard to get going."
She pointed out that someone
teaching themselves, while
getting some benefits, might be
toning the wrong muscles.
Many instructors seem to get
into their field while they are in
classes themselves. Some, like
Barden and Beckham, took over
classes when the teachers left
and then started learning more
about the specifics of what they
were doing. Barden has taken
college classes that she feels help
her to be a better instructor, and
Beckham has been working
toward
certification
in
December.
Dancercise or aerobic dancing
or Jazzercise, whatever it is
called or whatever it is meant to
achieve, is not just easy, fun
exercise. Tracy Smith adds her
sentiments to a growing num,ber
of women here and across the
country. "You work up a sweat,
and that feels good."

menise's 93eauty Salon
SEARCY. ARKANSAS

Beautiful Hair
Doesn't Just Grow
That Way
25% off all permanents Oct. 1-14
Complete Beauty Service
for Women, Men, and Children
Our Hairdressers:
Carol Stout
Tonga Roberts

Denise letlow

DENISE LETLOW, Owner

Cathy Nugent
Jan Roberts

268-8166
3205 E. Race Avenue

Cut Yourself in on a Bargain, Clip These Coupons.
Exercise instructor Susan Barden demonstrates a "dancerclse"
routine at Casa-Nautllus fl~ess center.
by JIM BRADLEY
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World's favorite, served the Bonanza wqy, with baked potato
or French Fries·, and all you want
from our fantastic food bar.

PLAYFUL QUARTERS
Video Game Room
501 W. Pleasure
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C~ss country team

places 13th in meet
The afternoon was extremely
hot f9.r the performers, as six
runners were overcome by the
temperatures and taken to a
nearby hospital.
South Dakota State University
was the overall winner of the
meet, with 56 points, followed by
Southeast
Missouri
State
University in second place. Indiana University of Pennsylvania
was third.
Leading the Bisons was freshman AI Bates of Nashville, Tenn.,
placing 44th with a time of 26:17.
Larry Wagner of Fair Hope, Ala.
was 51st with 26:31 and Tomy
Sitton of Atlanta, Ga. was 75th at

by Yo Kurabayasbi

The Bison Cross Country squad
finished thirteenth in the Notre
Dame Invitational Cross Country
Meet. Thirty-one schools were
invited to run in the meet, which
was held at South Bend, Ind. last
Friday, Oct. 1.

TSOis
really the place
to see.

26:59.

Mitch McCohn of New London,
Ohio, was 81st at 27:03, and Ken
Berry of Little Rock, was 87th
with a time of 27: 12 to round out
the Bison scoring. The Black and
Gold scored a total of 344 points in
the meet.
"Our kids ran an average race,
but you have to have a little inspiration to do good at Notre
Dame," Bison coach Ted Lloyd
said.
The Bisons will return to
Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference action when they compete in the Arkansas College
Invitational at Batesville today
at 2:30p.m.

TSO understands the importance of regular
professional eye examinations. So we make
your prescription eyewear exactly to the
doctor's sp&ifications.
We have a wide range of fashionable
frames and colors, too. All at reasonable
fees.
Stop in soon and see.
Prices you can afford. Quality you can see.

TEXAS Sr.ATE

Send The
BISON Home
$5 A Year

•0PTICAC QIC
2810 Race Ave.
Searcy, Arkansas
268-3596
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DuPaul utilizes many talents
by Karen O'Donaghy

joyed it so much; I never
knew that I had what it took to
do it."
Robin Miller, director of
technical .and lighting for the
play, is assisting Lynn with
what she isn't yet familiar
with.
Lynn enjoys teaching
gymnastics and said that right
now there is not another place
that she would rather work
than Casa. She was offered the
job when she was inquiring
about a gymnastics team.
At first, Lynn said, she felt
that her talents in gymnastics

While others are participating in gymnastics,
senior Lynn DuPaul is
teaching it.
Lynn teaches gymnastics at
Casa, a fitness center in
Searcy, and has done so for
the last four years. A senior
physical education major, she
plans to teach or coach
gymnastics.
This summer she coached a
swim team in Houston. When
Lynn was younger, she
learned how to swim while
participating in the neighborhood swim team program
where she lived.
Harding does not offer
competitive swimming or
gymnastics for women, but
Lynn said that wasn't why she
came to Harding. Coming
from a Catholic family, Lynn
felt she needed to be. around
church of Christ members.
Lynn took ballet lessons
from ages 4 to 12 and swam
competitively from 8 to 18.
She also competed and
taught gymnastics in high
school. Lynn started ballet at
such an early age, she said,
because she was too young to
start school and her mother
told her she was going to a
special school so she wouldn't
feel left out.
Although Lynn has not had.
any training in theater, she
has been involved in
choreographing the
homecoming play
"Oklahoma." She and senior
Joe Aaron are working
together on the choreography
for the play.
Lynn helped with the
choreography of "Wind In The
Willows" last spring - the
first choreography she had
ever done. "I didn't realize
they needed people with what
I knew," she said. "I've en-

and in swimming would not be
accepted at Harding, but her
attitude has changed. "I think
I've come to the point where I
realize that I can do this and
still be the Christian example
that I want to be," she said.
Lynn said that she. enjoys
coaching and teaching people
things, but that she would like
to pursue the choreography.
Lynn said, "I love teaching
people things and I love
making it up."
Whatever Lynn decides to
do, she will be able to use her
talents and experience to help
those she works with.

Lynn DuPaul, a senior physical education major, works out on
the balance beam at Casa Fitness Center where she teaches
gymnastiCS.
by JIM BRADLEY
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MEDICAL CEN-·t £Ri:1 HARMACY
2900 HAWKINS DRIVE

PHONE 268-3311

SEARCY:·ARKANSAS
72143

Dear Student,

,

Do you have a prescription from home that you need filled? We will be happy to transfer your prescription from
your hometown pharmacy to our pharmacy. We will be

'"

COUPON

r--------~----------------,

happy to phone your doctor or drugstore at home anytime

FREE ORDER ·FRIES

at NO COST! We will always be willing to fill your prescrip-

With

tion and send the bill home. Let us be your pharmacy away

Purchase of Double Burger
And Reg. Drink

from home. We aim to please, because "your health is our

$2.25

business."

,
Boyce Henry Arnett, Pharmacist

Coupon Good Up To Party Of 4

(Expires Oct. 14)
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Evans--------------------~--------------------------------

(continued from page 1)
Giving a brief synopsis of his
life, Evans, who grew up during
the Depression, said be learned
to do without and learned to try
his best to plan what be was going
to do.
"Planning is a vital part of our
lives," he said. "But don't let
failures get you down. Many
times success is difficult to hpe
for. . . Be an achiever."
Encouraging students to
become involved not only in civic
affairs but also in the personal
goals they want to accomplish,
Evans said that the only way to
accomplish anything is through
motivation.
He then asked a second
question that many have asked
themselves - do you know who
you really are? "All the experiences in life that you have.
add up to be you. That's what
makes you what you are.
Everything that has affected you
causes you. to be what you are,"
Evans said.

As a believer in intelligence
and knowledge, Evans stressed
that "to improve yourself you
must improve upon your
knowledge and learn all you can
and keep going -no matter bow
old. When people stop growing,
there's a problem."
.
The mayor also said that
values are important in a
balanced life. His definition of a
balanced life is •:one where you
have time for .all the things that
are important to a total, fulfilled
person."
Changing the subject a little,
Evans related his 1979 kidnapping experience to the
audience.
"I thank God for it now. It
made me stop and smell the
roses. It made me more sensitive
than ever before of what I want to
accomplish," he said.
Although there is not much a
person can do about the past,
Evans said, there is so much
each can do about the future.
"You have to believe first in

yourself. You have to do
everything you lmow bow to do to
be the kind of person you want to
be," be said. "Unless people
want to better themselves, there
is no opportunity for us to get the
country out of the situation it's
in."
Ending his~ on that note,
Evans took questions from the
audience on the current affai:r's of
.the United States. When asked
what single ·characteristic he
attributed his .success to, Evans
answered that taking time to
listen to what other people have
to say is the m(l;t important.
Many of the University's
students were pleasantly surprised by Evans's speech.
"I didn't expect him to be that
spirittial. Christ influences so
many Of his decisions," Zae
Muncy, president of the Student
Association, said.
Senior Byron Carlock commented that "to be a Christian
professional in the position he
holds is admirable. His emphasis

___Digest--------------..
A sh!)rt guide to current
11ational news and brief campus

events.

Tylenol banned
After the seventh person
died from ingesting ExtraStrength Tylenol capsules
laced with cyanide, Chicago
mayor Jane Byrne banned the
sale of the drug in that city
and hwuireds of residents
turned in bottles to police
stations.
Investigators repOrted no
progress earlier this week in
their efforts to reduce a Jist of
two dozen suspects who could
have loaded the capsules with
the poison.

Re·s ister sentenced
Benjamin Sasway, 21, a
college political science
major, was sentenced Monday
in San Diego to two and a half
years in a federal minimumsecurity prison facility for
failing to register for the
draft.
Before sentencing, federal
judge Gordon rrhompson Jr.
allowed Sasway to give a 20minute speech about his
political beliefs and his opposition to draft registration.
Sasway
said
civil
disobedience was needed to
"restrain the tyrannical
tendencies of government"
and that draft registration

Lectureship
Clara .Shannon with the ladies'
class, "The Christian Wife and
Mother;" Jule Miller, "The Reel
'lbing," and Mac Lynn, "Church
Growth."
Saturday's theme forum,
"Foes Without," wiD start at 10
a.m., and will include Brodie
Harrell, "Public Schools and
Children- Value Clarification;"
John Davis, "In the World, But
Not of the World," and Ed
Sanders on "Cults." At 1 p.m.
Neale Pryor will discuss "What
Is Right With the Church?"
The Bible Lectureship endS at 2
p.m. Saturday with Avon Malone
speaking on the topic ''The
Church in the Eternal Plan of
God" in the Administration
Auditorium.

"deprives young men of one of
the most important moral
decisions they can make, to
take another life."
Sasway was the second
person convicted of failing to
register under the law signed
by former President Jimmy
Carter.

Sorry she missed
Sara Jane Moore, 52, serving a life term in the Federal
Correctional Facility in
Pleasanton, Cal., for the 19'75
attempted shooting of thenPresident Gerald · R. Ford,
said from her jail cell that
although she is "eternally
grateful I didn't kill another
human being, I'm sorry I
missed. I don't like to be a
faillire."

Orsini trial begins
The capital murder trail of
:P,fary Lee Orsini, 35, of North
Little Rock, began Monday
with testimony by Eugene
James (Yankee) Hall who
turned state's evidence and
was sentenced to life in prison
for his go-between role in the
shooting death of Alice
McArthur. He testified that
Orsini had masterminded the
July 2 slaying f1 the Little
Rock attorney's wife.
In his confession, Hall
implicated bimself, Orisini,
Larry Darnell McClendon of
Little Rock and William C.

McArthur, the victim's
husband. McClendon is
charged with capital murder
and McArthur is charged with
conspiracy to commit capital
murder. They will be. tried
later.
Spectators began lining up
outside the courtroom at 7
a.m., two hours before the
trail was to begin. A bombsniffing dog went in and out of
the courtroom as a security
measure.

is on Christ, and his own life
proves a Christian can be an
effective influence on politics. ••
"I was really impressed that
such a good Christian is in the
government," Karen Flippin
said.
During his introductory
Bpeech. Dr. Ganus presented
Jack Evans with his first award
since becoming mayor of Dallas.
'I'be inscription reads "Harding
University honors Jack Evans as
a distinguished American citizen

in acknowledgement for his
lifelong constructive support of
American ideas as evidenced by
his outstanding business accomplishments, dynamic
community
and
national
leadership, his medical and
Christian education and his great
interest in our American
heritage."
Before leaving the campus,
Evans said, "It's always good to
be with people like the ones at
Harding University."

Come Try Our NEW Treat.

* Strawberry Whip
* Pineapple Whip
'h Price This Week
(Expires Oct. l.C)

THE COLLEGE INN

Bumpers responds
· Betty Bumpers, the wife of
Senator Dale Bumpers (Dem.,
Ark.), responding to a
senator's charge that her
antinuclear war coalition,
Peace Links; may be
associated with organizations
sympathetic to communism,
said earlier this week that her
organization stands only for
peace.
In the Senate last week,
Senator Jeremiah Denton
<Rep., Ala.) contended that
Peace Links bad on its 14member organizational advisory board four persons who
"are either Soviet-controlled
or openly sympathetic with
and advocate for communist
foreign policy objectives."
Peace Links has planned
Peace Day activities in
Tennessee, Iowa, Michigan,
Washington, D.C. and 31 cities
in Arkansas Sunday.

Have You Tried Tom's Yet?
We Welcome Students
Come In And Say Hil
There Is NO charge for the
use of our Banquet Room
for all University students I
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